strategic intervention
separate traffic / people
interconnect points
various alternatives
provide elevation
devices
incorporate monuments
in the circulation
reconnect the city with
the seaside
provide resting points
improve the quality of
circulation for everyone
[Climbing poles] are important to create
micro-connections between the fishing dock
and the historical centre.
Over the train and road bridge crossing to the sea and connecting the Nueva Rambla with the Amphitheater. Conceptual platforms and steps accentuate the din of the transport infrastructure. Provides connection, views of the city and the sea, seating, lighting for the road and train station.
Use the ruins

- The main interest is to install equipment such as ramps and elevators in the ruins for people that have difficulty moving around in the city.
- Placing this equipment in strategic points will attract everyone. Everyone will make use of them.
- These equipments will not discriminate the disabled people.
- These ruins will be converted into a more dynamic public space.